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Message from the Chairman
In introducing the 2009 Léargas Annual Report, it is heartening to
note the continued progress of the Agency both in the delivery of
its core programmes and in the realisation of its mission. This year
saw increased participation in virtually all programmes following
sustained information and promotion activities. In 2009 over 2,500
young Irish people participated in some of the 48 programmes
managed by the Agency and some of these were engaged in lengthy
project work both in Ireland and abroad. In addition, Léargas
hosted hundreds of overseas students in a variety of placements
and activities. Our partnership with more than 550 schools,
colleges, universities, youth, community and adult development
organisations and businesses made all this possible and we are
deeply indebted to the commitment shown by so many to promoting
international and national collaborative programmes in formal and
non-formal education and vocational training.
In carrying out its Mission, Léargas has always been keen to uphold
its core values of maintaining partnerships , and in our work with
others in the sector this is particularly important—our approach
is one of collaboration and cooperation. In this regard, the close
collaboration with colleagues in the Departments of Education and
Skills; Enterprise, Trade and Innovation; and Foreign Affairs (Irish
Aid) has been crucial.
In 2009 the scope, quality and competence of the Agency was
twice examined in some detail by two independent evaluations
– one a review of the EU Lifelong Learning Programme and the
other an evaluation of the Youth in Action Programme. These two
programmes make up the bulk of our work. Both reviews concluded
that the programmes were being managed efficiently by Léargas
and in accordance with the programme objectives.
It has always been a key aim of Léargas to bring a developmental
focus to all the work we do. We recognise that our staff are our key
resource and greatest strength and we support their professional
and personal development and I take this opportunity to thank
them, and the members of the Board, for their continued efforts
during the year.
Eamon Kinch, Chairman

In 2009, Léargas continued to extend and deepen our range of
programmes and supports in the field of national and international
exchange and cooperation programmes in education, training and
youth and community work.
We saw an increase in grant applications in all programmes, and
grant allocations and participant numbers met or exceeded targets
in virtually every programme. This was contributed to in part by our
continued emphasis on promotion and information which includes
using all of the available internet tools as well as the traditional
media and extensive investment of time in face-to-face contacts. In
2009, we estimate that some 50,000 people were contacted through
our use of information and promotion events and materials.
A welcome beneficiary of this initiative was a significant increase
in applications for youth democracy projects and the engagement
of young people in meetings with those responsible for developing
youth policy. Only two applications were received in 2007 for
youth democracy projects but this year applications were received
for seven projects, and five of these received funding. In 2007 no
applications were received for youth participation in youth policy
meetings while six applications were received this year and five
projects were funded.
Our aim to provide an effective, efficient and responsive quality
service to all with whom we work continues to be of paramount
importance. A mark of this commitment is the introduction of a
Grant Management System (GMS) in 2009. The GMS tracks and
documents all aspects of project lifecycles and is the Agency
interface between the computerised accounting system and online
monitoring systems of the European Commission.

As part of our commitment to innovation in service delivery we
applied a particular focus on the Youthpass initiative during 2009
to see how it might be better integrated into our programmes. This
was noted by the Youth in Action (YIA) independent evaluation as
contributing to the adoption of Youthpass in Ireland and, in general,
to the recognition of non-formal learning among young people
themselves and educators.
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It was equally satisfying to see that our emphasis on reaching
disadvantaged groups and individuals is bearing fruit. The
independent evaluators noted that ‘significant and successful
efforts have been made to include young people subject to various
forms of disadvantage in the Programme.’ Approximately one third
of the projects funded in 2008 and 2009 under YIA were aimed at
young people from a range of disadvantaged groups and a full 30
per cent of project participants over the evaluation period were
disadvantaged in some way.
Obviously these are encouraging developments and credit for their
achievement rests with the dedication and effort of our staff team
and the collaboration of hundreds of partners across the country
and the rest of Europe. To all of them I extend my sincere thanks and
look forward to continued success in the years ahead.
Jim Mullin
Executive Director
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We were greatly encouraged by the conclusions of the two
independent mid-term evaluations of the EU Youth in Action and
Lifelong Learning Programmes which acknowledge that in Ireland
Léargas is carrying out its management functions efficiently and
effectively. The reports also noted the efforts we have made to
create a high level of awareness of the programmes among youth
and other organisations in Ireland.

Ireland and Britain

The Skyview Causeway Project
The Causeway programme
was developed as a means
of helping to strengthen and
improve relationships between
young British and Irish people.

Activities funded include: Youth
Exchanges, Advance Planning Visits, Contact Exchanges and Special
Projects. The programme has been designed to contribute to the
development of strategies aimed at diminishing misunderstandings
that have existed and which currently exist between people of these
islands.
The programme is successfully administered through a close
relationship between the two operational agencies Léargas (Ireland)
and Connect Youth (United Kingdom).

Skyview Youth Club, part of Clare Youth Service carried out a
Causeway Youth Exchange project with the Omagh Youth Centre in
County Tyrone. Ten young people and two youth leaders from each
youth group took part in the exchange in County Clare.
During the exchange the young people enjoyed visiting sites in
County Clare. They also addressed issues such as how to empower
the young people involved to embrace their sense of community.
They also explored and celebrated what the different parts of the
islands have in common but also their uniqueness.
The activities included:
• An input on youth information and its value
• A tour of Limerick Youth Service and Youth Information Centre
& Bureau.

Strategic and developmental support for the programme is coordinated through a joint management committee steered by the
two Governments of Great Britain and Ireland, and supported by
representatives from key organisations from both islands committed
to the vision of the programme.

• Researching facts on drugs and alcohol

The Causeway Events strategy for 2009 was to hold information
days in Dublin and UK-south west region followed by a short Contact
Making Seminar hosted by the British Council in Bristol.

• Visits to the Cliffs of Moher and Sea World Lahinch

Thirteen people representing an array of organisations and groups
attended the Irish Information Day in March from various locations
throughout Ireland. Seven out of the 13 participants followed up the
information day by attending the Contact Making Seminar in Bristol
in April which was also attended by 14 participants from the UK.

• Sports activities including soccer and basketball

Total funding allocated to eight Irish-based projects involving 220
participants in 2009 was €73,757.

• Work on projects to develop a youth information display
• A walking tour of Ennis
• Group Presentations of their communities
• Design and painting of a mural together
The groups presented their art work to the community and media.
This included the launch of the mural art project and youth
information display on the topic of drug and alcohol misuse to the
community.
Both groups found the project to be a memorable learning
experience. The groups will continue their partnership with future
projects
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Causeway

Ireland and Britain

Causeway
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East West
The East West Programme is a schools-based programme initiated
under the Good Friday Agreement to strengthen school partnerships
and to encourage friendship and understanding between young
people in Ireland and the United Kingdom. The programme enables
teachers and students to gain insight into others’ lives and cultures.
It also provide opportunities for all to share ideas and practices in
dealing with day-to-day issues.

Coasting on an East-West Project

The East West Programme is open to primary, post-primary and
special schools, in Ireland, England and Northern Ireland. The
programme gives priority to schools in disadvantaged areas.
Individual teachers can apply for funding for contact seminars,
preparatory visits and job shadowing/teacher exchanges. The visits
and exchanges must be part of a Joint Curriculum Project.

The project focused on coastal issues as each of the three partner
schools is located by the sea. Students from each school investigated
local coastal issues and are producing a combined brochure at the
culmination of the programme.

In 2009 a contact-making seminar in Wales in January was attended
by 38 teachers from England, Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland. Thematic areas explored during the seminar ranged from
exploring heritage and culture to the environment, and industry and
enterprise. The aim was to enable the participants to find partners
for bilateral or trilateral projects under the programme.
A briefing meeting for all schools involved in the 2009 programme
took place in Athlone Education Centre in October with 10 teachers
attending as well as former project participants. Fergal Fitzpatrick
from St Ultan’s National School, Navan spoke about his experience of
taking part in a Teacher Exchange activity and Geraldine Nolan from
St Thomas’ National School spoke about the school’s experience of
being involved in an East West Joint Curriculum Project.
During the period 2009/2010, 14 Joint Curriculum Projects were
funded (involving 14 Irish schools), seven were bilateral projects,
four were trilateral projects, and there were also three three-way
links with two English schools. A total of €40,500 was disbursed in
funding to these projects.

Thirteen students from Beara Community School, Castletownbere
Co. Cork, were involved in an East West Joint Curriculum Project with
two other partner schools: Bangor Academy and 6th Form Centre,
Bangor, Co Down and Pilton Community College, Barnstaple,
Devon.

Working on the programme involved cross-curricular links in
subjects such as: Geography, History, English, IT, Home Economics,
Business, Art, Gaeilge and Religion. The students were enriched
in several ways through this work, showing improved ability to
cope with new challenges, ability to adapt to new experiences and
immersion in intercultural activities and ability to work as part of a
team.
To date this project has been an outstanding success and has been
embraced with enthusiasm and dedication, not only by the students
but by the school and local community. Two students from the group-Marie Harrington and Ryan P. O’Sullivan--wrote that meeting with
and working in conjunction with students from other schools in N.I.
and the U.K. has been a major learning experience.

Ireland and Britain
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“Meeting with
and working in
conjunction with,
students from
other schools
in Northern
Ireland and the
UK, has been a
major learning
Experience.”

Ireland and Europe

Ireland and Europe

Lifelong Learning Programme

The Lifelong Learning Programme (LLP) is a flagship umbrella programme of the European Union integrating various educational and
training initiatives to enable individuals at all stages of their lives to pursue stimulating learning opportunities across Europe.
The LLP is divided into four sectoral sub-programmes, three of which are managed in Ireland by Léargas:
•

Comenius for schools

•

Leonardo da Vinci for vocational education and training

•

Grundtvig for adult education

The fourth sub-programme--Erasmus for higher education--is managed in Ireland by the Higher Education Authority.

Youth in Action Programme
Youth in Action is the EU Programme for young people aged 13-30. It aims to inspire a sense of active citizenship, mutual understanding,
solidarity and tolerance among young Europeans and to involve them in shaping the Union’s future. It promotes mobility within and beyond
EU borders, non-formal learning and intercultural dialogue, and encourages the inclusion of all young people, regardless of their educational,
social and cultural background.

Other European Programmes
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Léargas continues to work alongside the Generation Europe Foundation on the Europa Diary, an innovative tool for educators of the
upcoming generation of European citizens. In the area of language learning too, Léargas helps to promote innovation, awareness and
appreciation, through its work on behalf of the Council of Europe and the European Centre for Modern Languages.

Léargas
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Comenius
Comenius seeks to develop knowledge and understanding among
young people and educational staff of the diversity of European
cultures, languages and values. It helps young people acquire
the basic life skills and competences necessary for their personal
development, for future employment and for active citizenship.
Comenius focuses on the first phase of education, from pre-school
and primary to secondary schools. It is relevant for all members
of the education community: pupils, teachers, public authorities,
parents’ associations, non-government organisations, teacher
training institutes, universities and all other educational staff.
The Comenius programme focuses on the following priority areas:
• Motivation for learning and learning-to-learn skills
• Key competences: improving language learning; greater
literacy; making science more attractive; supporting
entrepreneurship; and reinforcing creativity and innovation
• Digital educational content and services
• School management
• Addressing socio-economic disadvantages and reducing
early school leaving
• Participation in sports
• Teaching diverse groups of pupils
• Early and pre-primary learning
In 2009 Léargas held three regional information and promotion
workshops in Dublin, Galway and Waterford to provide teachers
and educators with information on the Comenius Programme. The
workshops were plenary-style but participants were also provided
with the opportunity to view products produced by previous
Comenius beneficiaries at a valorisation fair.

Comenius School Partnerships
Comenius School Partnerships enable Irish schools to create
partnerships with other European schools to work on projects which
are pedagogically relevant and encourage intercultural exchange.
Partnerships help students and teachers to acquire and improve
skills not only in the subject area on which the project is focussed,
but also in teamwork, social relations, planning and undertaking
project activities and using information and communication
technologies.
In 2009 Léargas held two regional project management meetings
on project implementation and grant management in Dublin
and Galway. The topics covered at the meeting were project
management, financial management, evaluation, dissemination
and valorisation.
A total of 65 Multilateral Projects were approved in 2009, four more
than the previous year. Four bilateral projects were approved in
2009.
A key strategy of the programme in this period was to encourage
applications from the midlands, border and south east regions of the
country. This objective was supported with appropriate Information
meetings in the target areas and these areas are represented in
the 2009 selection round and will continue to be targeted in the
future.

Comenius Contact Seminars and Preparatory
Visits
A total of 45 contact seminars and preparatory visits were funded
in 2009. These allow teachers and educators to create partnerships
with schools across Europe and enable participants to prepare for
projects with their partners.

There has been a steady increase in the number of applications
received for in-service training in the past three years. There were
52 applications approved in 2007, 55 in 2008 and 72 in 2009. This
is a significant increase in applications on previous years and is a
direct result of successful targeted promotion of this action amongst
teachers and schools nationally. There has also been an increase in
job shadowing activity with three applications for job shadowing in
2009.
The range of courses attended also demonstrate the range of
professional development opportunities under this action, the
numbers applying to attend general in-service training courses as
opposed to language related courses, increased this year. Emphasis is
always placed on methodologies, approaches and tools (particularly
ICT) for work within the classroom.
Special needs training is also an important area that has benefited
from participation in Comenius in-Service training. Special needs
teachers value the opportunity to be exposed to theory, practice and
experiences around special needs at a European level. Teachers and
schools see a real impact as a result of participating in transnational
activity because they are open to trying out new practice and
developing new approaches to meet the challenges they face.

Comenius Assistantships
Comenius Assistantships allow future teachers to spend three to ten
months as an assistant in a school abroad. Under this activity, Irish
schools can also host assistants from other European countries. A
total of 70 Comenius Assistantships were approved in 2009, 49 more
than 2008, which was a significant increase. This is a good indicator
that the quality and attractiveness of assistantships is increasing but
also reflects the current economic climate and the lack of jobs for
recent graduates in Ireland.

Forty-one Irish host schools were matched with Assistants in 2009 and
two were still pending a match at the end of the year. The increase in
host schools reflects the desire by many schools to host an assistant
from a new member state.

Comenius Regio Partnerships
Comenius Regio promotes joint co-operation activities between
local and regional authorities with a direct role in the management
of schools, across Europe. Two applications were received under the
2009 deadline and one approved which involves a literacy project
supported by a public library. Léargas plans to increase promotional
activities in this area to ensure more applications under the 2010
deadline.

“A fantastic
programme which
has had a myriad
of benefits for both
pupils and teachers
in our school. A
unique opportunity
to bring Europe into
schools in exciting
and innovative
ways.”
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Comenius In-service Training

Lifelong Learning Programme

Comenius
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Comenius: Case Studies
Understanding European cultures through myths
and legends
Students at St. Michael’s Boys National School, Galway undertook
a project to foster creative and collaborative relationships between
the participating schools through the sharing of myths and legends.
The aims of the partnership were to:
•

develop a better understanding of each culture through the
exploration of myths and legends,

•

engage in a cross-curricular, whole-school approach
incorporating all classes and subjects including music,
drama, dance and art

•

enhance the multi-media and ICT competences of the whole
school community.

As a result of participating in this Comenius School Partnership, an
impressive book showcasing myths and legends from each country
was produced (www.legendsandmyths.org/index.html) and
presented to Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs.
The project coordinator comments on the impact on pupils:
“Because we have many pupils from both traveller and multicultural
backgrounds (over 20 nationalities), it was very beneficial for them
to see the respect afforded to different cultures”.

The keys to the past open the doors to the future
Here is an excerpt from a speech given by a 6th Class student of the
Star of the Sea Boys National School, Dublin 4 on welcoming the
visiting partner schools:
“So we ask the question – Why is the Comenius Project important
for us? It gives us a great opportunity to become aware of different
countries and cultures, it opens our eyes to new ways of living
and thinking and allows us to become much more tolerant and
appreciative of other peoples’ customs and beliefs.
We can find out new things about other countries in the EU and see
the similarities of how they live as well. We can find out about the
lives of children across Europe – what they do in their spare time,
their hobbies, interests and pastimes. This week having had our
Turkish and German visitors I for one have realised that there is very
little difference between us all.
I think it is an honour for this school to participate in the Project. We
have learned to communicate regardless of language, appreciate
and respect regardless of custom and belief. We hope that the
friends we have made this week will remain with us long into the
future.”

My experience as a Comenius assistant is one that I Janire was a great ambassador for her country
will never forget.
Janire Iglesias Marzal, St. Laurence’s NS, Co. Wicklow, 9 month
Jessica Gough, Primary School, France, 5 month duration.

duration.

“My assistantship at the École Primaire Georges Brassens Poulx in
southern France was everything that I had hoped it would be and more.
From the moment I arrived, I received a welcome that I would not have
thought possible, from my colleagues, pupils, host family and people
of the local community. It was due to this kind welcome and friendly
support that I managed to settle in so quickly. I felt right at home, as
though I had always been part of this small close knit community. The
day-to-day working and social atmosphere was fantastic as smiles
and kind words of encouragement were never too far away. It was
the little details such as these that constantly reassured me that my
assistantship was going extremely well.

This Assistantship was very successful as the Assistant was included
in school life and in cross-curricular activities. Janire taught Spanish
to all children from Junior Infants to 4th Class and also gave Spanish
lessons to the school staff as an extra-curricular activity. She assisted
with special needs pupils in the school and used art, drama, games
and project work to teach her mother tongue.

The pupils quickly settled into the routine of having English classes
each week and their progress continued as the weeks went by. Although
they encountered some little difficulties along the way, they managed
to make the most of the experience and learn quite a substantial
amount of basic English over the five month period. Each week, the
gratitude of different groups of pupils was shown by their kind words
towards me and their willingness to help me when I needed it.

Lifelong Learning Programme

Comenius

Her mentor at the school commented “Janire was a great ambassador
for her country and parent and children were always aware of her
presence throughout the year and had no trouble in trying out their
Spanish in her company. No matter how little [they] knew, Janire
always made them feel good about their Spanish competencies. Her
Spanish classes for teachers were very popular too”.
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My disability was never an issue for them; just something they were
curious about and therefore wanted to do anything they could to help.
The same can be said for my colleagues, host family and people of the
community. My disability was something that they believed to have
enhanced the experience rather than inhibiting it. I was accepted as
part of the local community and part of the families that make it. I
now know that I can go back to Poulx whenever I want, as it is really
like my second home. My disability did not hold me back, but rather
encouraged me to do all I could to make the assistantship a success”

Léargas
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eTwinning
The eTwinning programme is
funded under the Comenius
programme. eTwinning is a simple
and straightforward way to forge
partnerships and work on projects
with other schools in Europe using
information and communication
technology (ICT). It aims to
help schools bring a European dimension to their activities and
integrate ICT into the classroom. eTwinning provides partnerships
with online tools such as the TwinSpace which acts as the base for
project activities, and other resources such as ready-made project
kits, which include examples of eTwinning projects and Twin Blog.
eTwinning is simple - a school just needs to register on www.
etwinning.net and find a partner school to get started. eTwinning is
flexible - a project can last as long as a partnership wishes.
There were 108 registered schools and 80 registered partnerships
in Ireland in 2009.
Key activities during the year included:
• Regional eTwinning workshops, which were organised via
the network of Education Centres.
• Ongoing promotion and information workshops and
distribution of newsletters.
• Creation of an Ambassador Network of local teachers, which
is seen as a powerful way to promote eTwinning in the school
education sector. Each Ambassador’s role is to promote the
programme and to support teachers involved in eTwinning.
• A workshop in Innsbruck in November in collaboration with
the National Support Services from Ireland, Austria, Norway,
Hungary and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
Part of the programme included a session on how to
develop quality projects and there were a number of hands-

on training sessions on eTwinning and other ICT tools. All
Irish participants at this workshop developed eTwinning
projects.
• Support for a number of Irish teachers to attend Professional
Development Workshops in other eTwinning countries.
• Participation by Irish teachers in European Learning Events
and online Groups. These events provided professional
development training on the use of ICT in the classroom.
• Léargas awarded Quality Labels to six schools in recognition
of the quality of their projects.

Case-Study: eTwins Magical Mission
In 2007, the children of Anne McMorrough’s class at St Martin de
Porres National School, Tallaght, Dublin embarked on a magical
journey to help alien twins who fell through the ozone layer and
landed, one in Ireland, the other in England, in the form of teddy
bears. This exciting event formed the basis of an eTwinning project
entitled ‘eTwins Magical Mission’ which helped the students
in England and Ireland to learn about each other, to engage in
environmental activities and to explore their creativity.
The young students were in the very early years of formal education
and their knowledge of ICT was basic. The challenge was to integrate
ICT into their learning in an enjoyable way. Anne decided to use the
context of a story to design the eTwinning project. Her mission was
to ‘teach’ the children about environmental issues such as saving
energy, recycling paper etc. Anne was able to link the eTwinning
project with the Discover Primary Science Award Programme and
the Green Schools Award Programme. They communicated with
their eTwinning partner school by email and shared their learning.
According to Anne ‘this was a phenomenally successful project with
teachers and children learning a huge amount about the benefits of
using ICT in an integrated way’.

The students involved in this project were only four to five years old,
yet they embraced the technology with enthusiasm, using scanners,
digital cameras, printers, computers and memory sticks. Parents
were involved from the beginning and indeed throughout the duration
of the project the wider community heard all about the activities,
with details appearing on the school website and in community
newsletters.
Some had said it couldn’t be done with such young children but Anne
McMorrough has proved otherwise. The key, she says, was choosing
a specific theme that was of interest to the children. She decided to
work with a school in England as many of the children had difficulty
with English as a first language. As the project evolved, she realised
how important it was to tell others about what they were doing, and
so a school hall display, showing the children’s work as it progressed,
was set up.
Anne found her partner school in the UK by using the partner search
tool on the eTwinning portal. It was important that the two partner
schools were in agreement about their plans for the project from the
start. The teachers involved had the same level of ICT skills and were
happy to keep the project simple. The children were of the same age
and so it was easier to plan activities that would appeal to the two
classes. The project was so enjoyable it ran slightly overtime!
The learning curve for both the teachers and the children was big
on a number of levels. For the teachers, negotiating the eTwinning
Portal, introducing technology to very young children, learning the
technology alongside the children and maintaining communication
between the schools within a timeframe were all challenges.
Important to the success of the project was the commitment from
Anne and the support of the school principal. Fitting the activities
into the school curriculum was also crucial.

possibilities that eTwinning could bring to learning in a simple way,
even with the youngest children involved.’
The Principal commented that ‘eTwinning started off motivated by one
teacher and I hoped it would spread from there to other staff members
and that is exactly what happened. I am absolutely delighted with
eTwinning.’

Lifelong Learning Programme

eTwinning

The teachers involved have developed their ICT skills and discovered
the joys of working with colleagues in other countries. Teachers who
were not involved have expressed an interest in joining an eTwinning
project. All in all, the adventures of the e-twins have made a huge
impact on a lot of people!
Anne says ‘Teachers in the school are more likely to take part in
eTwinning projects than exchanges because of the flexibility and
variety that eTwinning offers to teachers without excessive commitment
outside of school hours.’
The eTwinning project allowed Anne to develop innovative teaching
methods and to use more technology within her teaching. As well as
changing her views about the value of European projects, eTwinning
has changed the way that Anne teaches now. Anne noted: ‘This
eTwinning project has absolutely transformed my teaching. Instead of
looking at teaching from a linear point of view, it made me step back
and look at teaching from a thematic point of view. The project has
made my teaching much more creative ... It takes the flat 2D element
of a text book and brings it to life.’
Parents have spoken of the positive impact it has had on their
children’s learning and motivation. Anne believes the greatest gain
was finding a way to implement ICT, even in a simple way with very
young children, into the curriculum.
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According to Anne ‘there was a hugely positive impact on the school
as other teachers, parents and the wider community learned of the

Léargas
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Grundtvig
Grundtvig aims to provide adults with ways to improve their
knowledge and skills, keeping them mentally fit and potentially
more employable. It not only covers learners in adult education,
but also the teachers, trainers, education staff and facilities that
provide these services. These include relevant associations,
counselling organisations, information services, policy-making
bodies and others involved in lifelong learning and adult education
at local, regional and national levels, such as NGOs, enterprises,
voluntary groups and research centres.

of the activity saw a large number of applicants applying to attend
conferences and seminars. Themes included prison education,
literacy, eLearning, learning environments and family learning.

A number of information and promotional activities were held
in 2009 by Léargas to market the Grundtvig programme to adult
educators. Four regional workshops were held in Cork, Dublin,
Waterford and Donegal. A project management meeting on project
was also held in Dublin.

There were three applications received and approved in 2009.
The applicants were from a university setting, an institute of
technology and a community education setting. The assistants
covered topics such as ICT, core skills, literacy and special needs,
art therapy for refugees and languages.

Grundtvig Learning Partnerships

Grundtvig Senior Volunteering

A total of 20 learning partnerships for practical cooperation
activities between adult education organisations were approved
in 2009 - up significantly on 2008 when 12 applications were
approved.

Grundtvig In-service Training
Eleven in-service training grants were approved in 2009 for those
involved in the delivery of adult education to allow them attend
training or up to six weeks of job shadowing.
Generally the courses offered new pedagogical approaches
and tools for those working in adult education. This year areas
covered included Multimedia, prison education, family learning,
eLearning, sustainability, environment and general themes
addressing methodology in adult education.

Grundtvig Visits and Exchanges
This was the first year of this action which saw a large uptake, with
21 grants approved.
In its first year the rolling deadline and the flexibility of the duration

Grundtvig Assistantships
Grundtvig Assistantships enable present or future staff involved
in adult education--whether formal, non formal or informal--to
spend a period of 12-45 weeks as a Grundtvig Assistant at an adult
education organisation in another European Country

There was one application received and approved under the
Grundtvig Senior Volunteering Action from Voluntary Service
International (VSI).

“The Grundtvig
programme gave us
opportunities to enhance
existing contacts with
other countries and
develop new contacts
in support of our work
in developing our
educational activities with
older people.”

The VSI project focuses on increasing the involvement of people
over 50 years of age in volunteering activities. There are four
participants from each organisation: VSI, Ireland and Defence for
Children International (DCI) in the Czech Republic. The volunteers
will engage in initial preparation activities before they commence
their volunteering activity.
In the past couple of years the numbers of volunteers from this
age group taking part in VSI programmes has increased, both
internationally and in Ireland. One of the Irish volunteers said that
this project “is a great opportunity to learn about volunteering...
I have gained so much from my volunteering experiences with VSI
and I would like to help other people my age have this experience
too.”
VSI are confident that both they and the volunteers will benefit from
sharing their learning. It is hoped that the project will encourage
and motivate more people over 50 to get involved in volunteering.
VSI is committed to providing equal opportunities for all to take
part in voluntary activities and see this project as part of a larger
effort to continue increasing VSI volunteer numbers in this age
group. Its focus was on developing guidelines and methodologies
around volunteering for those 50+.This will be important as this is
a new action under the Grundtvig Programme and has the potential
to contribute to overall learning for the GSV action at these early
stages.

Southside Partnership: EMMA – Exchange of
Mentoring Methodologies and Approaches
This partnership of four countries aimed to identify different
approaches and tools for mentoring activities to enhance learners’
experiences in education and progression to employment. All of the
partners operate in areas where individuals face multiple barriers
to integration or inclusion and have developed mentoring skills and
expertise which take account of cultural and social circumstances.

This is a very successful partnership that has maximised the
benefits of collaboration and cooperation towards a single goal.
A wide range of transnational and national activities resulted in
excellent outcomes including books, websites, CD-ROM, art objects,
pedagogical material, strategic policy papers, and blogs. As a result
of its participation, the Irish partner has designed, developed and
implemented a mentoring framework incorporating relevant and
appropriate methodologies and best practice into all new education
programmes in their centre. These supports for learners have
increased retention levels on new programmes to over 90%.
Learners gained insight to stay with the programme as well as
increased ICT, social skills, motivation and self confidence. Evaluation
was extensive and formative adding to project progression and
empowering mentors through affirmation and support.

NAEGA Conference 2009: Changing
Changing Adults, Changing Guidance.

Times,

Ita Lane, Adult Guidance Counsellor, Kerry Education Service
The purpose of the training was to see how adult guidance works
in the UK, see what learning/practice she could bring back to her
organisation and to share learning and good practice with British
counterparts. The conference ran over two days and involved keynote
speakers and the opportunity to attend four workshops (selected
from a range of workshop themes). The workshop themes selected
were; adult guidance in the 21st century; models for addressing
the issue of unemployment in a rural county; sustaining change
through emotional intelligence and an experimental workshop on
mindfulness and mindful living.
The applicant observed that ‘since Ireland is a relatively small
country and adult guidance is a relatively new profession here,
attending the NAEGA conference exposes one to a greater breadth
of experience and learning than a similar activity in Ireland. Adult
guidance is longer established in the UK and is practised in a greater
number of ways which means we have much to learn from them’ .
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Leonardo Da Vinci
“The Leonardo da Vinci programme gave us the opportunity to
develop tools that are sustainable and have already proved their
value beyond the project lifecycle. The project helped to realise
the importance of new technologies in Vocational Education and
Training and gave tools to support their adoption.”
The Leonardo da Vinci (LdV) Programme is focused on the teaching
and training needs of those involved in Vocational Education and
Training (VET) It is part of the EU Lifelong Learning Programme
2007-2013 and aims to enhance the competitiveness of the
European labour market by helping European citizens to acquire
new skills, knowledge and qualifications and have them recognised
across borders. It also supports innovations and improvements in
vocational education and training systems and practices.
The general objectives of the LdV programme in Ireland are:
• to support participants in training and further training
activities, in the acquisition and the use of knowledge,
skills and qualifications to facilitate personal development,
employability and participation in the European Labour
Market
• to support improvements in quality and innovation in
vocational education and training systems, institutions and
practices
• to enhance the attractiveness of vocational education and
training and mobility for employers and individuals
• to facilitate the mobility of working trainees
The specific objectives are:
• to improve the quality and to increase the volume of mobility
throughout Europe of people involved in initial vocational
education and training and in continuing training, so as to
increase placements in enterprises to at least 80 000 per year
by the end of the Lifelong Learning Programme

• to improve the quality and to increase the volume of
cooperation between institutions or organisations providing
learning opportunities, enterprises, social partners and other
relevant bodies throughout Europe
• to facilitate the development of innovative practices in the
field of vocational education and training other than at tertiary
level, and their transfer, including from one participating
country to others
• to improve the transparency and recognition of qualifications
and competences, including those acquired through nonformal and informal learning
• to encourage the learning of modern foreign languages
• to support the development of innovative ICT-based content,
services, pedagogies and practice for lifelong learning.
Each project is selected on the basis that it meets the general and
specific objectives.
Seven national information and promotion meetings were held in
2009 as well as four application workshops. A Leonardo da Vinci
contact seminar hosted by Léargas in Dublin from 27-29 September
was a very successful event with 124 delegates representing 23
countries. All LdV actions and relevant themes were covered during
the event which was opened by Mr Dara Calleary T.D. Minister for
Labour Affairs. The keynote address was given by the Irish Desk
Officer in DGEAC, Ms Joanna Basztura.
In 2009, there was a significant increase in the number of
applications received for Leonardo da Vinci Preparatory Visits,
Partnerships, Mobility and Transfer of Innovation projects and for
Study Visits.
A formal Panel of Assessors for LdV project applications and reports
was formed during 2009 and will function until 2013. This replaces
the arrangement whereby assessors were drawn from a panel that

A publication of case studies showcasing good practice in the area
of creativity and innovation across all LLP sectoral programmes
including eTwinning and the Study Visits programme was produced
jointly by Léargas and the Higher Education Authority.
In September Léargas held a Thematic Monitoring meeting
focusing on the theme of Creativity and Innovation in the Clock
Tower, Department of Education and Skills. Mater Dei Primary
school was invited by the Commission to represent its project as
an example of good practice at a European conference on Creativity
and Innovation in Brussels. As part of the Thematic Monitoring
Meeting in Dublin, Mater Dei Primary School was also invited to
make a presentation to participants.

LdV Mobility

It was anticipated that 80 bursaries would be supported in the
People in the Labour Market category (PLM - those undertaking
work-based training, those who have graduated from college or
university, or those not currently employed). These expectations
were also exceeded and contracts with bursaries for 90 participants
and 7 accompanying persons were offered in 2009. As this category
was specifically targeted by Léargas for increased participation, it
is gratifying that the number of organisations allocated funding in
this category doubled from three in 2008 to six in 2009.
For the Vocational Education and Training Professional category
(VETPRO - people who work in the field of vocational education and
training), it was anticipated that 58 bursaries would be supported.
In fact, contracts with bursaries for 72 participants were offered
in 2009 compared to 60 beneficiaries in 2008, a significant
increase.

The LdV Mobility sub-programme offers trainees and employees
the chance to gain training and work experience in another
European country. They can acquire new vocational, language and
other skills, adapt to new situations, and gain insight into how
training and workplace environments operate in other countries.
For those who manage, deliver or design vocational training, the
action offers an opportunity to visit European partners to exchange
expertise, experience and good practice in Vocational Education
and Training (VET).

LDV Transfer of Innovation

A total of 22 applications were approved for funding in 2009 – up
two on 2008. The projects funded were in the fields of: Business,
Tourism, ICT, Social and Health Care, Construction, Crafts,
Education and Community Development.

A total of 25 applications were submitted for the Transfer of
Innovation measure in 2009. This was a significant increase on
2008 when nine applications were received. Fifteen applications
were of high enough quality to receive funding and Léargas had
sufficient funding for six of these. There was a good mix of projects
both exporting and importing innovation results with 16 of the 25
applications dealing with export and 9 dealing with import.

In the 2009 Work Programme it was anticipated that 260 bursaries
would be supported in the Initial Vocation Training (IVT) category.
These expectations were exceeded with 12 contracts benefiting
280 trainees and 36 accompanying persons being approved.

Transfer of Innovation (TOI) projects aim to improve the quality and
attractiveness of the European Vocational Education and Training
system by adapting and integrating innovative content or results
to new settings through working with transnational partners. The
content can be adapted from previous Leonardo da Vinci Projects,
or from other innovative projects or results and transferred into
public and/or private vocational training systems and organisations
at national, local, regional, or sectoral level.
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Leonardo Da Vinci
LDV Partnerships
Partnerships provide a framework for small-scale cooperation
activities between VET organisations enabling them to exchange
information at a European level. They facilitate groups to share good
practice, discuss problems and compare solutions.
A total of 11 projects were funded in 2009, compared to a target of
eight. Four of these were Irish Coordinators and seven were Irish
Project Partners. This gave an overall success rate of 29% which
means that the application process for Partnership projects was
very competitive in 2009.

LdV Case Studies
Wexford Vocational Education Committee (VEC) engaged in a study
visit/exchange to familiarise senior management with current
educational management and administrative practices in another
European country, with a view to establishing a more coherent
European focus and the establishment of further links at a more
micro level.
Participants learned about management practices and structures,
teaching styles and methodologies, guidance principles and practice
and the relationship between learning and working in schools and
training centres. The experience developed cohesion among the
participants which will be of benefit to the organisation for many
years to come. It opened their thinking about the educational and
social service being provided for their constituents and enlightened
them about how they can improve this service.
The VEC also aimed to establish a structural framework for trainee
mobility at the relevant levels of their organisation. In this regard,
Enniscorthy Vocational College (EVC), one of the constituents of
Wexford VEC, sought and was granted funding for a trainee IVT
mobility in 2009.

TEAGASC developed a project for 8 participants with special needs
studying for an Advanced Certificate in Agriculture to undertake
a three week work placement in Denmark. The target group had
limited skills arising from intellectual and physical disability. The
quality of the placement was excellent and specifically designed
with the special needs and requirements of the trainees in mind.
The 3 week placement comprised two days induction at the host
partner Agricultural College, followed by work on farms in Denmark.
During this period they learned and practiced crop and livestock
farming skills while under the close supervision of the host farmers.
Throughout the placement practical skills associated with the
farm enterprise and chores around the farm were developed and
enhanced. Placements were in enterprises suitable to the trainee
needs and capabilities including dairy farms, pig farms, horse farms
and the host partner college farm.
Monitoring and mentoring was excellent. Participants were visited
daily by the accompanying person to check on their performance and
to provide social contact with a familiar friendly face. At all times the
particular special needs of the trainees were taken into account and
the time, dedication and particular commitment to the welfare, and
well being of the trainees by the accompanying person throughout
their placement was excellent.
The experiences and observation of the accompanying person while
in Denmark has also resulted in enhancement of knowledge relating
to training systems, especially for people with special needs and
transfer of good practice in training provision for people with special
needs.

Co. Wicklow Vocational Education Committee (VEC) developed a
project entitled “A Study of a Goal-Oriented Education Model and
its Potential to Develop Lifelong Learners.” The exchange was of a
theoretical and practical nature and comprised:

their own system and perspectives on vocational education training,
generated discussion and debate on vocational education training
issues within the group and has opened their minds to the need for
change.

Lifelong Learning Programme

Leonardo Da Vinci
• The exchange of papers in relation to operating systems.
• The study of the combination and interaction of learning and
working.
•

Site visitations to organizations and VET training centres.

•
Study, compare and report on the structures and infrastructure
of vocational education and training in the lifelong learning context in
Sweden.
•
Study the concept of ‘quality’ in Helsingborg as it relates to
lifelong learning specifically VET
•
Study and analyse school self-evaluation systems in
Helsingborg.
•
Study the expectations in relation to the professional
development of tutors in the host countries
This project offered senior educational managers in the organisation
a focused and challenging learning experience through a period
of immersion in the vocational education training system of the
Municipality of Helsingborg. It focussed upon system improvement
with the beneficiaries taking the role of learners, researchers and
leaders in VET providers and centres at the heart of new developments.
It helped build upon the role of the Vocational Education Committee as
a key partner in the development of high impact and high performing
centres.
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As a result of the exchange the promoter has a greater understanding
of the structures and practices in operation in the Municipality of
Helsingborg, identified many areas of commonality with regard to
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Study Visits for Education and
Training Specialists
Study visits for Vocational Education and Training purposes
form part of the Transversal Programme of the Lifelong Learning
Programme. Study visits provide a forum for discussion, exchange
and mutual learning on themes of common interest at EU level. In
2009, 43 applicants were approved which was an increase of three
compared to 2008.
Study visits are aimed at those with responsibilities at local,
regional or national levels to better understand specific aspects of
education and vocational training policies and to enrich the flow of
information between the participating countries and at European
level. A study visit is a short stay of three to five days in a host
country for a group of 10 to 15 European education and vocational
training specialists and decision-makers.

Study Visits in 2009
One participant from Athenry Development Company took part in
‘Education for Sustainability through Organic Food and Farming’ with
a view of introducing a new course to address the unemployment
needs in the community. As a result of the visit the participant is now
developing modules on horticulture and education for sustainability
taking on board some of the methodology used in the host countries
and some of the participating countries. Also all partners in this
visit decided that they will apply for an LLP project on developing
education for sustainable development potential hidden in organic
farms. The outputs from the project could be used by both farmers
and agriculture advisors and by teachers and educators.
Graham Nicholls, a financial controller from Plymouth & District
Mind Association, travelled to Ireland for a week long Study Visit
entitled ‘Supporting skills development of adults in the labour
market’. The aim of the visit was to explore and compare the National
Qualification Framework (NQF) developed in Ireland in 1999 with
the NQFs of other European countries.

During his visit, Graham was surprised to discover that the Irish
NQF is more advanced in terms of its development than other
European countries. Croatia, for instance, is still in the very early
stages of developing their NQF. Participants identified examples of
good practice that could be potentially transferred to their home
countries. For example, many Irish Vocational Education and
Training (VET) providers use promotional tools such as DVDs and
CDs to encourage employers and employees to participate in further
education. Many participants felt that this simple but effective tool
could increase participation levels in VET and higher education in
other European countries.
The group was particularly impressed with the Dublin Southside
Local Employment Services (LES) who showcased their mentoring
flow chart for clients with specific training needs. Graham is
planning to use an example of the Southside LES flow chart in
his organisation’s business plan. During the study visit in Ireland
Graham also made useful contacts which could potentially lead to
the development of a Leonardo Transfer of Innovation project.
Graham said: “the main benefit, for me, is that it gives an opportunity
to make new friends, have an increased awareness of other EU
countries’ issues and to see what works for them and through
discussion, learn how to bring these new ideas and examples of
best practice back into our own everyday working environment”.
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Youth in Action
Youth in Action is the EU Programme for young people aged 13-30. It
aims to inspire a sense of active citizenship, mutual understanding,
solidarity and tolerance among young Europeans and to involve
them in shaping the Union’s future. It promotes mobility within and
beyond EU borders, non-formal learning and intercultural dialogue,
and encourages the inclusion of all young people, regardless of their
educational, social and cultural background.
The programme has five actions:
1. Youth for Europe (Youth Exchanges, Youth Initiatives and Youth
Democracy projects)
2. European Voluntary Service (participation in unpaid voluntary
activities)
3. Youth in the World (exchanges beyond the EU)
4. Youth Support Systems (seminars and feasibility studies for
youth organisations)
5. Support for European Cooperation (support for youth policy
development at EU level)
A full 68 per cent of projects grant aided by Léargas in 2009 aimed
to promote young people’s active citizenship. Approximately 60 per
cent of all projects (and almost all Youth Exchange projects) aimed to
foster mutual understanding between people in different countries.
72 per cent of all European Voluntary Service projects were aimed at
promoting young people’s active citizenship.
The Programme is especially compatible with the Irish youth work
model in that funding goes to projects aimed at young people in
general but with a focus on those socially excluded.
An evaluation of the Youth in Action Programme managed in Ireland
by Léargas (carried out by Goodbody Economic Consultants in 2010)
concluded that the programme is operating successfully in Ireland
and is delivering the intended impacts for young participants, youth
workers and youth organisations.
A high proportion of project organisers responding to a Goodbody

survey reported that participants had become more active citizens;
while participants themselves also indicated that their sense of
active citizenship had been strengthened. For example, participants
agreed that they now felt more European, were aware of common EU
values, intended to go abroad in the future to work or study and that
they had acquired key skills.
The survey confirmed that the projects had increased social
solidarity and tolerance. Almost 60 per cent of organisers stated that
participants now intended to be more involved in social and political
life. Some 95 per cent of participants stated that they were now
committed to improving social inclusion. Interestingly, 84 per cent
of participants stated that young people with fewer opportunities
had participated in their project.
The survey provided clear evidence of the Programme fostering
mutual understanding between young people in different countries.
More than 70 per cent of organisers stated that participants were
now more receptive to Europe’s multiculturalism Some 95 per cent
of participants stated that they now had a more positive awareness
of other cultures and ethnic groups.
The survey of organisations and youth workers provided clear
evidence of the Programme increasing the quality of support systems
for youth activities and the capabilities of youth organisations
Three quarters of project organisers surveyed agreed that they now
had more usable contacts in other countries. Two thirds of them
intended to undertake more international projects in future.
The survey also highlighted the range of positive effects on the
broader communities in which projects take place. Organisers
indicated that local communities had been positively influenced
by the projects. Communities are now more aware of the concerns
and interests of young people and committed to the inclusion of all
young people. Communities also appreciated the intercultural and
European dimension to the projects.

Though total funding for Youth Exchanges in 2009 decreased by 9
percent to €242,780 over the previous year; the number of projects
increased by four to 24 and participant numbers increased by 36 to
454. In 2009 Léargas had a particular focus on building the quality
of exchanges and ensuring that the met the key criteria aspects of
the action.
Léargas continued to deliver a monthly e-bulleting of current
organisations seeking partners, and designed and printed a guide
to support the completion of application forms entitled ‘Jargon
Busting the Application Processes.’ Youth Workers were supported
to attend Training Courses abroad and in Ireland which resulted in
concrete applications being submitted. Léargas delivered a specific
one-day information workshop for Youth Exchanges based on the
upcoming changes for applicants in 2010.
If we don’t do this, nothing will change
This youth exchange project was implemented by the Bundoran
based NGO MARDI (Movement Against Racism, Discrimination,
Intolerance) in 2009. MARDI works with marginalised groups in
a local and a regional capacity, providing programmes, language
support, liaison work, arts and music training, and other youth
activities and intercultural events as a means of providing links,
training, and networking possibilities between diverse groups.
MARDI received funding for 24 young people from Ireland, Turkey,
Bulgaria and Germany to engage in a exchange where they discussed
their views and experiences of how social conditioning can lead
to engrained prejudices against minority groups in society and
what role they as young people can play in promoting equality and
inclusion. They realised: ‘if we don’t do this, nothing will change.’
Through focusing on this theme, the group put together a toolkit
of intercultural learning and measures encouraging young people

to become ambassadors for Equality and Inclusion in Europe and
beyond. The participants themselves lead some of the training,
exercises and workshops held as part of the event.

Youth Initiatives
Youth Initiatives bring together groups of young people to design,
develop and run projects to explore a needs or ideas important
to them. Funding in 2009 was on par with 2008 at €150,754. The
number of projects was up by 2 to 16 and the number of participants
was up by 37 to 163. To improve the quality of applications Léargas
hosted National Residential Weekend training for one coach and two
young people per group. The focus was to develop project ideas,
learn about project management and develop a coaching strategy
for future project applications.
To see the progress they have made is incredible
The youth initiative project developed by Ossory Youth enabled
participants residing in Kilkenny (which included 11 young Irish and
16 young Sudanese people) to work together to develop a Culture
Club.
In 2008, 14 families from the Sudan were resettled in Kilkenny. This
group included 51 young
Sudanese children aged between 5 and 9. The Culture Club emerged
from a broader integration initiative and was aimed at promoting
intercultural learning among the young children through the various
games and activities such as drumming workshops, hip hop dance
classes, drug and alcohol awareness, art classes and day trips to
nearby attractions. They also participated in the local Africa Day
celebrations.
The Culture Club summer camp was hosted by 20 Irish and Sudanese
Youth Leaders aged between 14 and 20 for about 55 other children
aged between five and 13. The youth leaders gained leadership,
organisational and communication skills, as well as building on
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Youth in Action
their self-esteem and confidence levels.
Through the implementation of the project, the young Irish and
Sudanese worked together and forged relationships that would not
have been created without the existence of the project, relationships
that were important particularly for the young Sudanese who risked
isolation in their new community in Kilkenny.
“To see the progress they’ve made in the past year alone is
incredible,” she continued. “It’s been a busy year for them and
their communication skills and confidence in particular have grown
incredibly.” Jacinta Purcell of Ossory Youth.

Youth Democracy
Following a major promotion and support drive by Léargas five
Youth Democracy projects received €207,315 in funding involving
200 participants in 2009. Activities included a National Contact
Making Seminar to support Irish groups to get involved and develop
youth democracy partnerships. A further international contact
making seminar provided 27 participants representing seven
countries (Belgium (FL), Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Lithuania,
Norway, Netherlands) the opportunity to meet potential partner
organisations interested in developing ideas into projects. Léargas
also published an information booklet for Youth Democracy Projects,
giving details of the structure, priorities and criteria for this Action
and examples illustrating the range of possibilities available.
Reporting on the European Elections in a youth friendly way
The Dublin based Irish Youth and Media Development (IYMD) aims to
help young people develop an informed and critical understanding
of the nature of mass media, and enhance the ability of young people
to create their own media products as a tool for better relations
across borders, global citizenship and work for justice and peace.
IYMD and European Movement Ireland worked together with The
Youth Panel and Youth Action from Belfast and Newry on a project

to help young people develop their journalistic skills prior to the
European Elections in June 2009 so they could report to their peers
in a youth-friendly way.
Young people aged 17 to 25, representing the five European Election
constituencies, took part in weekend seminars on topics such as:
How the EU works; What happens in the European Parliament
Elections; and How to use different communication channels to
have your voice heard.
After the training the young people covered the elections asking
questions such as: Are the issues presented by the election
candidates relevant to young people? Do the candidates address
key issues in the constituencies? How does the media serve the
democratic process?
The young journalists had access to press conferences and some
had the opportunity to interview election candidates and ask
questions directly related to youth issues. This was added to the
IYMD website.
Following the election, the participants reviewed their work and
reported to the newly elected MEPs, and to people from across
Europe, on how they felt young people are, and could be, engaged
in the democratic process.
The project gave participants valuable journalistic experience,
empowered them to tackle political issues and also provided them
with knowledge and information skills that will support them in
future career paths. One member of the group commented that
“The Youth Media for Europe is an interesting talking point on my
CV. Since finishing the project I have found that interviewers are
intrigued about the project... they ask further questions about the
project at the interview process.”

Capacity Building
Training and Networking activities are a useful way to build

Developing Youth Policy
The active participation of young people and youth workers in
shaping youth policy is a key aim of the Youth in Action programme.
Youth Seminars offer space for dialogue and debate between young
people, youth workers and policy makers. They promote active
participation and involvement of young people in exploring relevant
issues and topics at national and transnational levels.
In 2009 Léargas provided funding of €81,189 to 5 projects involving
327 participants.

European Voluntary Service
European Voluntary Service (EVS) offers young people the opportunity
for personal development along with practical experience through
participating in unpaid volunteer projects abroad. In 2009, 35 Irish
volunteers that took part in EVS projects, 2 more than 2008, in
Moldova, Macedonia, Croatia, Russia, Israel, Guatemala, Ecuador
and Columbia. A total of 82 volunteers were hosted in Ireland
during 2009 compared with 75 in 2008. Eighteen volunteers were
sent as part of a centralised group EVS project to three different
South American countries.
Eleven Irish volunteers were particularly disadvantaged young
people, many of them having been in the care of the state for some
time in the recent past. An interesting feature of this project was a
specific EVS evaluation and review meeting that was designed for
the volunteers. These young people have different life experiences
and greater obstacles than the majority of other EVS volunteers and
it was felt that an evaluation meeting tailored specifically for them

would help to maximise their experience and give them guidance
for the future.
At the end of 2009 there were 57 accredited hosting organizations in
Ireland, 27 sending organisations and 6 coordinating organisations.
Twelve organisations were accredited for the first time during the
year.
False stereotypes were broken down
The BALL Project works with young people aged 12-18 in Waterford
city who are deemed ‘at risk’ of offending. As part of an EVS project,
BALL hosted a young Austrian volunteer over a 12-month period to
work in the Millennium Youth & Community Centre in Waterford. The
volunteer’s responsibilities included preparing, planning, running
and evaluating programmes and working with individuals and
groups.
For the volunteer, the EVS experience in the BALL Project had
significant personal impacts in terms of developing the volunteer’s
initiative, creativity and entrepreneurship skills as well as opening
up their experiences of life in another European country.
For the young Irish people in the BALL Project they gained a
better understanding of a different culture and the diversity that
exists among cultures through their ongoing contact with the EVS
volunteer. Any misconceptions or false stereotypes that they may
have previously held will be broken down during the course of the
year.
By creating awareness of the cultural differences that exist between
Ireland and Austria, the project is likely to have fostered an
appreciation of another culture among the young Irish people and
the volunteer.

Youthpass
Youthpass is a tool for participants of projects funded by the Youth
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in Action (YIA) Programme to describe what they have done and to
show what they have learnt. It is part of the European Commission’s
strategy to foster the recognition of non-formal learning.

A key role of Eurodesk in each country is researching and inputting
national information for each of the themes on the European Youth
Portal in co-operation with other providers of youth information.

Youthpass is used as a tool to visualise and to validate learning
outcomes gained in YIA projects. Youthpass Certificates are available
for European Voluntary Service, Youth Exchanges, Training Courses
and for Youth Initiatives.

In 2009, the number of hits on the Eurodesk Ireland website totalled
82,342. A total of 160 participants took part in Eurodesk events and
Eurodesk Ireland and its relays responded to 3,500 queries and
distributed 4,500 publications

The development of Youthpass in Ireland was an important feature
of Léargas’ management of YIA during 2009 through its promotion
of the use of this certification to project promoters.

Enhanced cooperation with the Eurodesk network of regional relays
in promoting the Youth in Action programme was a key feature of
2009 activity. Training in how to access European Voluntary Service
was delivered to Eurodesk Relays, and publications such as the
‘Hands on EVS booklet’ were also used to promote Youth in Action
directly to young people. One local partner organised a study visit
to Ireland for youth information providers from other Programme
countries.

By collaborating with a range of partners Léargas was able to
focus on a number of challenging aspect of Youthpass within the
programmes – working together on developing Youthpass training
for EVS Trainers, exploring the challenges of Youthpass for young
people with fewer opportunities, and bringing members of trainer
networks together to share experiences and learn more about
Youthpass from a trainers perspective.
As a result of this focus Léargas has established a Youthpass
working group in Ireland and is moving to develop useful tools and
resources to support project in the implementation of this tool in
their Youth in Action activities.

Eurodesk
Eurodesk Ireland is a free information service providing access
to comprehensive information on living, working, travelling and
studying in Europe. It also operates a support desk which answers
specific queries.
Eurodesk is a network of national co-ordinators in 32 European
countries, with networks of local information providers and cooperation partners. Léargas manages Eurodesk Ireland with 24
local partners called ‘relays.’
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Europa Diary
The Europa Diary is both a school diary for students as well as a
valuable classroom resource for teachers. In 2009 it was distributed
free of charge to approximately 22,000 students in Ireland with
funding from the European Union.
Students use it to keep track of their homework assignments
and school activities. Each weekly view calendar page contains
inspirational quotes, fun facts or thought-provoking questions.
The teacher’s guide complements the Europa Diary with activities
that can be run in conjunction with the diary content. The 2009
edition addressed a number of new topics including sustainable
food production, renewable sources of energy, health policy-making,
globalisation and even sustainable tourism. It also included topics
covered in earlier editions, such as the European Union, consumer
and environmental issues, trade, external relations, development
aid and fundamental human rights.
Beyond the issues covered in the Diary, activities can be linked
to citizenship, information and communication technology,
business studies, economics, media studies, personal & social
education and more. They address a range of skills such as critical
thinking, communication and debate, problem solving and working
with others. on areas such as consumer rights, environmental
responsibility, career planning, European and world studies.
The diary has up-to-date information in English and as Gaeilge with
web addresses (Irish and European) to refer students to more indepth information as well as quotes from fellow students across
Europe.

The European Language
Label
The European Language Label
(ELL) An Séala Eorpach Teanga—
formerly known as the European
Award for Languages—is an
annual award given to projects
where participants have found
creative ways to improve the
quality of language teaching, motivate students, and make the best
of available resources. The European Language Label is coordinated
by the European Commission and managed in Ireland by Léargas.
As well as the ELL award for projects, each year an award is given to
individuals who have contributed to language learning or teaching
in a meaningful way. In 2009 there was a Language Learner of the
Year award, given to three outstanding language learners
To mark the European Day of Languages 2009, eleven Irish projects
were awarded the ELL for innovative ways of teaching and learning
languages. The recipients were presented with their awards by
Professor David Crystal, writer, editor, lecturer and broadcaster at
an awards ceremony in Farmleigh Manor in Dublin.
Professor Crystal identified the remarkable benefits of language
learning, such as broadening mental horizons, generating a huge
sense of achievement and increasing appreciation of one’s mothertongue.
Approximately 160 people attended, including representatives from
embassies, all levels of language education, teaching and training,
and the winners’ guests.

Recipients of the 2009 European Language Label
•

Bilingual Forum Ireland

•

Department of Italian, National University of Ireland, Galway
(Learning Italian through Creation of Subtitles)

•

Dublin City University (DCU), School of Applied Language
and Intercultural Studies (SALIS)( Critical Peer Pedagogy for
Language Learners)

•

Froebel College of Education (Eleathanach)

•

Gaelchultúr Teoranta (Ranganna.com - Cúrsaí Gaeilge ar líne)

•

Beyond The Words: Communicating Effectively in Irish
Healthcare

•

Offaly County Library Service and the MLPSI (Forging
Language Links with your Local Library); Ratoath College and
the NCCA (FÓN (Foghlaim ón Nuatheicneolaíocht)

•

Coláiste Cholmcille, Indreabhán (www.sceolan.com: Áis nua
Foghlamtha agus Cumarsáide do scoláírí)

•

St. Philip’s Senior National School (Languages for
Intercultural Dialogue and ICT in our School of Many
Cultures)

•

Trinity College Immigration Initiative (English Language
Support Project for Post-primary Schools)

Youth in Action Programme
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The awards ceremony was held on 25 September to tie in with the
European Day of Languages. The ceremony was preceded by a
project fair where project winners and guests had the opportunity
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to discuss the winning projects.

European Day of Languages

The European Award for Languages forms part of the Transversal
Programme under the promotion of language learning within the
Lifelong Learning Programme of the EU.

The European Day of Languages (EDL) is a Council of Europe
initiative, held annually on 26 September, which aims to: alert the
public to the importance of language learning, increase awareness
and appreciation of all the languages spoken in Europe, encourage
lifelong language learning.

A bilingual booklet (Irish/English) was produced containing
summaries of all the winning projects and individuals and
information about the European Day of Languages 2009.

Language Learners of the Year
Three Language Learners of the Year were honoured at the event
and were presented with their awards by the Lord Mayor of Dublin,
Cllr Emer Costello. The Language Learner of the Year award aims
to recognise the outstanding achievements of language learners.
The award targets learners from any sector, who have tackled
challenges head-on and have emerged with significantly improved
language skills.
The winners were: Laila, Camila de Jesus Santana, Coláiste
Cholmcille, Indreabhán; Thomas Keating, University of Limerick;
Wiktoria Wolkanowska, Scoil Eoin, Balloonagh.

In 2009, Léargas ran two competitions to celebrate the day, a poster
competition and a video competition. The results were:
Video Competition
First Prize: Kiernan Fleming, St Caimin’s Community College, Co.
Clare.
Second Prize: 2nd class, St Joseph’s National School, Co. Cork.
Third Prize: 5th classes, St Laurence’s Primary School, Co.
Wicklow.
The winners were chosen on the basis of their creativity, language
skills, technical skills and talent.
The jury also gave a special mention to Desislava and Angel
Valkanova from St Caimin’s Community College for their entry.
Poster and Slogan competition
Robin Leen from St Brigid’s Vocational School in Co. Galway won
the EDL Poster and Slogan competition. The winning poster and
slogan have been printed on t-shirts for the entire class. The jury
were very impressed by Robin’s creativity and particularly by his
ability to portray Europe without using maps or flags. The slogan
was apt, catchy and easy to understand even without any fluency
in Dutch.
The jury would also gave a special mention to Lily Curly from Galway
Educate Together N.S. and Yana Abramovich from St. Flannan’s
College in Co. Clare for their entries.

European Centre for Modern Languages
The European Centre for Modern Languages in Graz, Austria, was
created by the Council of Europe to encourage excellence and
innovation in language teaching and to help Europeans learn
languages more efficiently. Léargas is the Irish contact point
for ECML and maintains a database of more than 5,000 contacts
involved in the field of language education, teaching and training in
order to keep them informed of ECML activities, news and events.
Five Irish participants attended ECML workshops in Graz in 2009,
as follows:

Sheila Smyth
Organisation: State Examinations Commission
Workshop: Training in Relating Language Examinations to the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (RelEx)
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Kristin Brogan
Organisation: Institute of Technology Tralee
Workshop: Exploring cutting edge applications of networked
technologies in vocationally Oriented Language Learning (EVOLLution)

Dr Kevin Mc Dermott
Organisation: Second Level Support Service
Workshop: Language Associations and Collaborative Support
(LACS)
Dr Ann Devitt
Organisation: Trinity College Dublin
Workshop: Content-based modern language teaching for young
learners (EPLC)
Dr Zachary Lyons
Organisation: Trinity College Dublin
Workshop: Curriculum Development for Content and Language
Integrated Learning (CLIL-CD)
Karen Ruddock
Organisation: Post-Primary Languages Initiative
Workshop: Quality training at grassroots level (QualiTraining2)
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Nellie Woods
Organisation: Léargas
Workshop: Encouraging the culture of evaluation among
professionals: The case of language teachers (ECEP)

Ireland and the World

WorldWise is a Schools Linking and Immersion Scheme that aims
to raise awareness of development issues among Irish students,
teachers and the wider community, and to heighten interest in
and relevance of development education within the post-primary
curriculum.
WorldWise provides funding to Irish second-level schools and
colleges that are involved in immersion and linking projects with
partner schools or organisations in developing countries. It is
managed by Léargas on behalf of Irish Aid at the Department of
Foreign Affairs.
The programme enables teachers and schools to include development
education as an integral part of linking and immersion projects
within their schools. Students get the opportunity to form learning
partnerships with fellow students in their partner countries. Where
immersion forms part of a project, students can experience at first
hand the realities of the developing world.
In 2009 a total of €215,115 in funding was allocated to 23
participating Irish schools and €59,325 was allocated to 5 Irish
networks of schools.
We recognize global education as central to education in the modern
world
Since 2007 a cooperative and enduring link between Ballyfermot
College of Further Education and the Evelyn Hone College of Applied
Arts and Commerce, Lusaka, Zambia has been created and this in
turn has spurred the establishment of development education in
Ballyfermot College.

• A music website has been created to enable students from
both colleges to contribute to and work on music

Ireland and the World

WorldWise
• IZMUS (standing for Ireland Zambia Music) can be found at
www.myspace.com/izmus01
All of these vocational projects focused on development themes
such as diversity and human rights and responsibilities, and
aimed to enhance cultural understanding and cooperation between
partner students and teachers.
Teacher visits have focused on building up capacity in the music
departments of both colleges, discussion on curriculum issues,
pedagogy and global education. In 2010/11 the focus is on digital
media as a platform for learning about global issues, and in
particular how this area can be initiated in Evelyn Hone.
It is envisaged that the publishing of joint newspapers between
journalism students in Dublin and Lusaka will be a regular event
from now on. On-line material will also be published and there are
plans to widen out the project to other courses in both colleges
apart from music and journalism.
Plans have been made to integrate whole-college events and themed
days in the form of a development and human rights education
plan. Further teacher visits are scheduled for in order to build the
capacity for the project in both partner colleges.

The ongoing project includes joint work between students of both
colleges in the areas of journalism and music:
• A joint newspaper, Peer to Peer, was produced and distributed
in Dublin and Lusaka
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• -A joint music CD, Bright Dawn was also produced
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IAESTE
IASTE is an international non-profit organisation
in 85 countries founded in Imperial College,
London in 1948. It aims to provide students with
paid work experience relevant to their studies,
to provide employers with highly-qualified,
well-motivated trainees, and to be a source of
cultural enrichment to all participants.
The programme in Ireland is now managed by Léargas in partnership
with the Department of Education and Skills. Since its founding,
IAESTE Ireland has sent 2,200 young Irish students to gain valuable
work and cultural experience overseas. 1,995 international students
have been hosted by Irish employers in return, and have experienced
the unique work and social culture of Ireland.
The IAESTE programme is open to students of Architecture,
Engineering, Information Technology and Science who are currently
registered in Irish third-level institutions. Some programme
participants have gone on to work and study in the institutions
which hosted their traineeships, while many return home to reinvest
their experience in the Irish economy.
In 2009, 22 Irish students from 10 different third-level institutions
took up IAESTE traineeships in countries as diverse as Argentina,
Canada, China, Serbia, Nigeria and Turkey. Ten international
students were hosted in Ireland.
Trainees recounted their experiences at the 2009 Trainee of the
Year Award, where the first prize was awarded to Darren Tighe, a
Chemistry student of NUI Galway who carried out his traineeship
at the Scientific instruments company Bruker Biospin in the Czech
Republic.
NUI Galway was also host to two of the 10 international students
who worked in Ireland in 2009. Other host employers included
LM Ericsson Ltd, Siemens Diagnostics Healthcare, and McCann
Architects.

Trainee of the Year participants and judges. (L-R) Nick Leonard
(Léargas), Charis Hughes (Léargas), Maeliosa Ni Almhain, James
O’Sullivan, Darren Tighe (First Prize), Ben Frederiks, Karen DeSay,
Fionnuala Hayes, Siobhan Wallace (Léargas), Sarah McKendry

The European Union Youth in Action programme provides support
for youth exchanges with the neighbouring countries of the Union
referred to as Neighbouring Partner Countries (NPCs).

Ireland and the World

Youth in the World
In 2009 Léargas supported two youth exchanges with NPCs and
both were carried out by the Athlone based Copernicus project.
One of these exchanges was in partnership with youth groups from
Belarus, Ukraine, Hungary and Portugal focusing on the role that
media plays in young people’s lives. This exchange took place in
Ireland over six days in August. The second exchange is detailed in
the case study below.
The other youth exchange involved young people from Russia,
Ukraine, Ireland and Czech Republic exploring Friendship and
the impact the internet has on friendship. This exchange took
place in Kaliningrad, Russia over six days in June. The exchanges
in partnership with Eastern Europe and Caucasus region engaged
different Irish young people from the midlands to widen the
intercultural experience offered by this organisation.
I learnt it is not fair to make assumptions about people from different
countries
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This trans-national youth exchange between young people from
Russia, the Ukraine, the Czech Republic and Ireland was designed
to explore friendship and the impact the internet has on friendship.
The participants spent six days in Kaliningrad where they explored
the theme of friendship. Kaliningrad is politically part of the Russian
Federation, but geographically it is almost completely surrounded
by EU territory. It is a relatively closed country, only opening its
doors to foreign visitors for the first time in 1992. Holding the
exchange in Kaliningrad was significant in itself as it showed the
participants that it is possible to have friends from countries both
inside and outside the EU. From the Irish participants’ perspective
the project helped remove some of the stereotypes that they may
have previously held around their exchange partners, as one
participant noted ‘the Russians were very welcoming.’
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National Centre for Guidance
in Education
The National Centre for Guidance in
Education (NCGE) is an agency of the
Department of Education and Skills
(DES) with responsibility to support
and develop guidance practice in all
areas of education and to inform the
policy of the Department in the field
of guidance. Set up in 1995 under the
aegis of Léargas, NCGE has its own
Management Committee appointed
by the Minister for Education and
Skills.
Activities relating to all client groups in 2009
• NCGE published two editions of the NCGE news in 2009. The
first electronic version of NCGE News was published and
disseminated. Feedback from guidance counsellors was
very positive. Providing the NCGE News as an online e-zine
allows the opportunity to disseminate the publication both
nationally and internationally. Electronic monitoring of use of
the e-zine indicated a higher than average rate for educational
publications.
• NCGE published a supplement on guidance provision in the
context of the current recession entitled, Creative Guidance in
Challenging Times, which was distributed at Higher Options
and via the NCGE website, and by NCGE Staff at presentations
to study visits and students of guidance counselling.
• NCGE hosted stands at conferences of both the Institute
of Guidance Counsellors in March, and Higher Options in
September. This provided direct access to NCGE for guidance
counsellors and other clients of the NCGE.
NCGE Supplements were added to the Guidance Counsellor’s

Handbook, a resource for post-primary guidance counsellors, on
the following topics:
• A short case study for the implications of Tim O’ Brien’s Battle
Zone vs. Learning Zone focussing on guidance counsellors
• Policy on the use of Psychometric Tests in Ireland
• Minding yourself with mindfulness
NCGE staff participated in several exhibitions and gave presentations
to, or participated in, activities relating to guidance:
• Institute of Guidance Counsellors Conference 2009
• Higher Options Exhibition 2009
• CEEOA Conference 2009
• Dept. of Social and Family Affairs, Facilitators Induction
programme 2009

Primary Education
NCGE support for primary school support teachers continues
through attendance at meetings. Articles were published in NCGE
News highlighting the role and remit of support teachers.
NCGE continues to research the level of formal guidance in the
primary school system in other EU countries. Examples of good
practice were disseminated in NCGE News.
Queries relating to guidance issues in the primary school sector are
regularly received and followed up by the Centre.

Post Primary Education

Higher Education

Whole School Guidance Planning Programme

Directors of Studies in Guidance Counselling (DSGC)

Module 1: Reviewing Whole School Guidance was delivered to 20
participants from 19 schools in 2009 through two centres in Dublin
(February 2009 and September 2009). Of these, three schools had
guidance counsellors who previously participated in the module.
Guidance Counsellors attended the programmes from Cork,
Dublin Galway, Kerry, Longford, Mayo, Meath, Roscommon, Sligo,
Tipperary, Wexford (including two guidance counsellors from the
same school), and Wicklow.

The Committee continued the work on the development of a
statement around guidance counsellors’ competence in counselling
as a result of their initial education in counselling.

In September, NCGE advertised the Whole School Guidance Planning
programme directly to the VECs via the CEOs. This resulted in a
significant increase in applications in 2009 for the February 2010
programme from VEC-based guidance counsellors.
Research into the Practice of Counselling by Guidance Counsellors
in Second-Level Schools
The field work for the National Counselling Research project began
with interviews with a number of key stakeholders. The pilot
questionnaire for guidance counsellors was circulated and the
results of that aspect of the study were presented at a meeting
between the researchers and the Counselling Research Steering
Group on 14 December.
Committee on Psychometric Testing
In June, NCGE convened the Committee on Psychometric Testing,
on behalf of DES, to prepare the list of tests appropriate to use
in post-primary schools; the list was then made available on the
Department website.

The Committee met with the Psychological Society of Ireland (PSI) to
finalise the process for guidance counsellors to receive certification
from the PSI in relation to their competence in psychometric
testing.
General
NCGE prepared and made a submission to the Guidance Document
of the Consultation on the National Strategy for Higher Education
NCGE Activities with Students
Presentations were made by NCGE staff to students on the guidance
and counselling training programmes on the activities of NCGE, the
Euroguidance Centre and guidance policy.

Adult Education
Overarching Evaluation of the Adult Educational Guidance
Initiative
The Overarching research was completed and submitted to NCGE
and the DES Further Education section in 2009. This report was
commissioned to :
• Evaluate the support and development of the AEGI from 20002006
• Identify and document models of good practice emerging
in the areas of support, development, management and
guidance provision
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Guidance counsellors who successfully completed the module
received a Single Subject Certificate from HETAC.
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• Make firm recommendations to the Department of Education
and Skills and other stakeholders and managing agencies on
the future development of AEGI to support lifelong learning.
Web-Based Handbook
NCGE AEGI staff worked closely with the AEGI services, the contracted
copy writer and web development company to develop the AEGI
web-based handbook. Drafts were completed in 2009.
Continuing Professional Development
NCGE co-ordinated and provided the continuing professional
development programme for the AEGI Guidance Co-ordinators,
Guidance Counsellors and Information Officers to support best
practice with and service delivery to clients.

Non-Formal Education
NCGE News includes articles on guidance issues in non-formal
education sector. The NCGE Director and AEGI National Co-ordinator
worked in partnership with NEPS in relation to the Youthreach Webwheel model and attended the Soft skills seminar.

European Activity
Euroguidance - Promotion and Dissemination
The Euroguidance Co-ordinator continues the promotion of
the Euroguidance (EG) network through a range of activities.
Presentations for students of guidance and counselling courses
were provided in all the relevant universities/colleges in Ireland;
EG at NCGE, Europass Ireland and PLOTEUS promotional material
was also distributed at these presentations.
The Euroguidance Coordinator made a presentation on guidance
in Ireland to conference participants in Sweden, via a video link in
October and attended relevant Euroguidance Network training such

as multi-cultural guidance throughout the year.
Dissemination of EG Ireland activities was made possible through
promotion at career fairs, such as the Higher Options exhibition
in September 2009, where Euroguidance had its own separate
stand. The Network’s activities were highlighted in the Institute of
Guidance Counsellors (IGC) newsletter, Guideline, and promoted at
a stand at the IGC annual conference in March, 2009.
The EG Coordinator attended a number of Leonardo da Vinci mobility
workshops in 2009. These included the Leonardo da Vinci Mobility
Contract Guidelines Workshop in January, where she acquired
quality information on the Community initiatives and programmes
within the field of education, training and mobility.
Euroguidance Ireland liaised with the EURES office in FÁS in
presenting the EG network and mobility tools to careers advisers in
Higher Education.
In 2009 Euroguidance (EG) Ireland continued its work in collaboration
with the National Qualifications Authority of Ireland (NQAI), which
is the National Reference Point (NRP) for Europass in Ireland. This
relates, in particular, to its co-operation with the National Europass
Centre (NEC).
Folders containing the most current information were distributed to
the guidance community, students, parents and the general public
at nationwide student presentations, careers fairs and exhibitions
throughout 2009.
EG Ireland worked with the NQAI in the dissemination of the report
outlining how Ireland’s National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ)
relates to the European Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF).
Ireland was the first country to publicly indicate how the NFQ relates
to the EQF and the EG Co-ordinator disseminated this at national
presentations, international study visits that she hosted, in NCGE

News (organisation’s newsletter) and at national career fairs.

European Lifelong Guidance Policy Network (ELGPN)

The EG Co-ordinator continued her active membership of the
Emigrant Advice Network (EAN) as the educational representative
on the Board of Directors. The aim of promoting the EG network as a
resource for those emigrating to avail of educational opportunities
within the EU, was highlighted at meetings of the Board

Linda Darbey, NCGE Guidance Programme Coordinator, represented
DES, with observer status, at the second plenary meeting of the
European Guidance Policy Network, held in Riga in September.

Information
As Euroguidance (EG) Ireland Centre, NCGE deals with information
queries from guidance practitioners, students, parents and the
general public. These are received regularly by email, phone,
and letter or through the PLOTEUS query management system.
All queries relating to information about education and training
opportunities in Ireland and in other countries or best practice in
guidance, education and guidance systems in European countries
are addressed and responded to by the Euroguidance Centre.
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Jennifer McKenzie, National Co-ordinator AEGI, gave a presentation
on the development of a Quality Assurance system in Berlin in May
to the European Lifelong Guidance Policy Network (ELGPN), Work
Package 4 group.

Guidance for European Schools
NCGE co-ordinated the provision of guidance by Irish guidance
counsellors and through a phone service for the children of Irish
parents, who are enrolled in European Schools in Brussels and
Luxembourg.
Academia
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NCGE co-ordinated the Leonardo da Vinci funded Academia
programme in Ireland in March. Irish guidance practitioners hosted
small groups of visiting practitioners from Belgium, Denmark,
Estonia, France, Iceland, Luxembourg, Spain, Sweden and UK in
their workplaces. Ten Irish guidance counsellors went on exchange
visits to Czech Republic, Iceland, Finland, Luxembourg, Spain and
the UK.
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Léargas
Léargas is a not-for-profit organisation that operates under the
aegis of the Department of Education and Skills and the Office of the
Minister for Children and Youth Affairs. Léargas also works closely
with the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Innovation and the
Department of Foreign Affairs.
For more than twenty years Léargas has managed European,
national and international exchange and cooperation programmes
in education, training and youth and community work.
Its mission is to enable people to take their place as European and
global citizens in a changing world through their participation in
international and national collaborative programmes in formal and
non-formal education and vocational training.

Internally, Léargas is divided into five teams:
• Central Services, which provides administrative, financial
and information management services to the whole
organisation.
• The Education Service, which manages most of the schools
programmes (Comenius, eTwinning, East West Schools),
Study Visits and adult education (Grundtvig).
• Vocational Education and Training Services, which manages
the Leonardo da Vinci and IAESTE programmes.
• Youth Work Services, which manages the youth and community
programmes (Youth in Action, Causeway and Eurodesk).

In carrying out its Mission, Léargas upholds the following core
values:

• The WorldWise team, which manages the Irish Aid schools
linking and immersion programme.

• Quality: we aim to provide an effective, efficient and
responsive service to all with whom we work

In addition, the National Centre for Guidance in Education operates
under the aegis of Léargas.

• Partnership: both within Léargas and in our work with others
in the sector, our approach is one of collaboration and
cooperation
• Transparency: in all our work we value openness, integrity
and honesty
• Inclusion: we provide all our services fairly and equitably,
with an emphasis on reaching disadvantaged groups and
individuals
• Development: we bring a developmental focus to all the work
we do
• Support: we recognise that our staff are our key resource and
we support their professional and personal development
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Summary of Accounts 2009
Youth Work Service
Education Service
Vocational Education &
Training Service
NCGE
WorldWise
Miscellaneous Projects

Income €
875,057
1,185,997
1,004,431

Expenditure €
875,057
1,185,997
1,004,431

Surplus (Deficit) €
-

871,650
198,441
4,268
4,139,844

871,650
198,441
4,268
4,139,844

-
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Operational Accounts
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Léargas Board and Staff 2009
Léargas Board

Eamon Kinch - Chairperson
Margaret Condon - Dept of Education and
Science (DES) (until June 2009)
Dominica Crean
Karen Hannify - National Youth Council of
Ireland
Gary Kearney
Rose Malone
Marian O’Callaghan
Jim O’Donovan (Office of the Minister for
Youth and Children Affairs) (from June
2009)
Gerardine Skelly (DES) (from July 2009)
Karen Tighe

Léargas Staff

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Jim Mullin
CENTRAL SERVICES
Fionnuala Broughan - Information
and Knowledge Manager, WorldWise
Programme Manager
Naoise Byrne - Administrator
Ann Ryan - Acting Accounts Officer
Kathleen Ahearn - Acting Financial Assistant
Brenda O’Shea - Receptionist
VET SERVICES
Pat Halley - Programme Manager
Siobhán Wallace - Programme Officer LdV NA2

Neil Maher - Project Officer LdV NA2
Weronika Gasior - Project Assistant LdV
NA2
Olive Mooney - Administrator LdV NA2
Fiona Croke - Project Officer LdV NA1
Elva Duggan - Project Officer LdV NA1
Brigid Kelly - Project Assistant LdV NA1
Gráinne Carley - Administrator LdV NA1
Charis Hughes - IAESTE Exchange Officer
John Moriarty - ICT Project Officer

YOUTH WORK SERVICE
Des Burke - Programme Manager
Lorraine Gilligan - Training & Evaluation,
Actions 4&5, Causeway
Patricia Dalton - Actions 1&3, Causeway
Conor D’Arcy - Action 2, Causeway
Malgorzata Fiedot-Davies - Eurodesk
Emmanuelle Place - Finance Officer
Carlos Barcelo - Administrator
Emma Grainger - Administrative Assistant

EDUCATION SERVICE
Lorraine McDyer - Programme Manager
Denise Shannon - Grundtvig Programme,
Comenius In-Service, Multilateral Projects
and Networks.
May Diamond - Grundtvig Programme,
Comenius In-Service
Lisa Fox - Comenius Partnerships,
Assistantships, EDL, ECML, Language Label
Kay O’Regan - eTwinning
Jeanette Saunders - Comenius
Partnerships, Assistantships
Ivanna D’Arcy - Study Visits
Brian Desmond - Study Visits
Nellie Tattersall - EDL, ECML, Language
Label, Comenius and Grundtvig
Programmes
Ronan Ivory - Finance Officer
Kathleen Carey - East West, Comenius and
Grundtvig Contact Seminars, eTwinning

WORLDWISE
Eva Creely - Project Officer
Mary McCarthy - Education Officer
Althea O’Sullivan - Project Assistant
NCGE
Eileen Fitzpatrick - Director
Jennifer McKenzie - National Coordinator
Adult Guidance
Linda Darbey - GuidanceProgrammeCoordinator
Hilary Lynch - Guidance Officer
Ursula Kearney - Guidance Officer
Shivaun Gallagher - Information Officer
James Hogan - Administrative Officer
Catriona Connolly - Administrative Assistant
NSEC
Tommy Fegan - Director
Simon O’Hare - Research Officer

